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Opening Hours Thursday to Saturday 2-7 Pm

‘DISPLAYING THE INSTANT’

Chris Bierl, Mirja Busch, Francesco Cavaliere, Saturn Dogs (Manon Parent & Sto Len), 
Pierre-Etienne Morelle, Christian Patracchini, Pauline Payen, Nicolas Puyjalon, 

Anna Schimkat, Performance-Art-Network (PAN) Vienna

curated by Stefania Angelini and Judith Lavagna

Opening 08 May, 7 – 10pm
Exhibition 09 – 29 May

Live Performances 8, 15, 22, 29 May 
(each wednesday 7 – 10 pm)

Performance-Art-Network Vienna (PAN) 
20 – 26 May from 2 – 6 pm

Mirja Busch, Cheer Up (Heel Stretch), 2010

‘DISPLAYING THE INSTANT’ is a time-based project investigating performance art in relation to its production of presence. The title 
refers to the question of how performative action can be exhibited, in consideration of the display of its documentation, protocoles, frag-
ments, relics and artworks. All of these elements are then related to the nature of a gesture process.

Following its first edition in May 2012 during Month of Performance Art - Berlin, ‘DISPLAYING THE INSTANT’ explores the durability of 
performance exposure and its time reception in a tangible exhibition format. Each artistic work will create its own presence between its 
appearance and disappearance into the gallery space. 

If the traces of a performance could be inscribed as a historical continuum of the performance itself, ‘DISPLAYING THE INSTANT’ aims to focus 
on the ontology of this ‘immaterial labour’, where performance does not end with the experience in front of an audience. It rather constitutes 
an art form through the production of artefacts and their mediatization, both embodied into a ‘time-bound’ exhibition process.

This project will present a group show exhibiting the works of ten international artists and live performances, including a work-in-progress orga-
nized by Performance-Art-Network Vienna (PAN) within the frame of ‘Performance in network’.


